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Mitotic cells face the challenging tasks of link-
ing kinetochores to growing and shortening
microtubules and actively regulating these
dynamic attachments to produce accurate
chromosome segregation. We report here that
Ndc80/Hec1 functions in regulating kineto-
chore microtubule plus-end dynamics and at-
tachment stability. Microinjection of an anti-
body to the N terminus of Hec1 suppresses
both microtubule detachment and microtubule
plus-end polymerization and depolymerization
at kinetochores of PtK1 cells. Centromeres
become hyperstretched, kinetochore fibers
shorten from spindle poles, kinetochore micro-
tubule attachment errors increase, and chro-
mosomes severely mis-segregate. The N termi-
nus of Hec1 is phosphorylated by Aurora B
kinase in vitro, and cells expressing N-terminal
nonphosphorylatable mutants of Hec1 exhibit
an increase in merotelic attachments, hyper-
stretching of centromeres, and errors in chro-
mosome segregation. These findings reveal
a key role for the Hec1 N terminus in controlling
dynamic behavior of kinetochore microtubules.
INTRODUCTION
The goal of mitosis is to properly segregate a replicated
set of chromosomes into two daughter cells. The mitotic
spindle, which is comprised of an elaborate set of micro-
tubules (MTs) and microtubule-associated proteins
(MAPs), is largely responsible for executing this task.
Spindle MTs attach to a specialized protein region on
the chromosomes called the kinetochore, and it is through
this interaction that force is generated for chromosome
movements during mitosis. MTs are highly dynamic poly-Cmers that switch between states of polymerization and
depolymerization at their plus ends. To maintain connec-
tion with the mitotic spindle, kinetochores must hold on
to MT plus ends as they exhibit this dynamic behavior.
Kinetochores must also release the plus ends of MTs
attached to the wrong spindle pole to ensure proper chro-
mosome bi-orientation. Thus, two key aspects of kineto-
chore microtubules (kMTs) must be actively regulated:
(1) attachment stability within kinetochore-binding sites
and (2) plus-end assembly dynamics. We are just begin-
ning to understand how the kinetochore accomplishes
these tasks, and central to the problem is the Ndc80
complex of proteins.
The Ndc80 complex is comprised of Ndc80 (Hec1 in
humans for Highly Expressed in Cancer, Chen et al.,
1997), Nuf2, Spc24, and Spc25. Studies in budding yeast,
followed by studies in many other eukaryotic systems,
have demonstrated that the Ndc80 complex is required
for robust kMT attachments (reviewed in Maiato et al.,
2004). The Ndc80 complex is approximately 50 nm long
and is dumb-bell shaped, with the globular N-terminal
heads of Hec1 and Nuf2 at one end and the globular C-
terminal heads of Spc24 and Spc25 at the opposite end
of a central rod domain (Wei et al., 2005; Ciferri et al.,
2005). Hec1 has recently been localized by immunoelec-
tron microscopy (EM) to the outer plate of the vertebrate
kinetochore (DeLuca et al., 2005), the region of the kinet-
ochore where MT plus ends terminate and polymeriza-
tion/depolymerization occurs. The mechanism by which
this complex contributes to kMT attachment remains un-
known. In budding yeast, the MT-binding Dam1 complex
has been implicated in mediating kMT attachment
(Cheeseman et al., 2001, 2002), perhaps by forming
a ring of subunits around MT plus ends (Miranda et al.,
2005; Westermann et al., 2005).
The Ndc80 complex may also have a key role in pre-
venting chromosome missegregation by releasing im-
properly attached MTs from kinetochores. Merotelic
kinetochore attachment (in which a kinetochore is at-
tached to MTs emanating from both spindle poles) is
a major cause of anaphase lagging chromosomes andell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 969
aneuploidy in mammalian tissue cells (Cimini et al., 2001).
Budding yeast Ipl1p kinase plays a role in destabilizing
kMT attachments (Tanaka et al., 2002; Cheeseman
et al., 2002; Pinsky et al., 2006), and it has been sug-
gested, but not demonstrated, that regulation of destabi-
lization occurs through Dam1 and Ndc80 (Shang et al.,
2003). Aurora B kinase is a homolog of Ipl1p in vertebrate
cells that is needed for proper chromosome segregation
and kinetochore function. This conserved kinase likely
has multiple protein targets at kinetochores (Cheeseman
et al., 2002; Tien et al., 2004; Nousiainen et al., 2006). Par-
tial inhibition of Aurora B kinase activity enhances kMT
stability (Hauf et al., 2003; Cimini et al., 2006). Strong ki-
nase inhibition or Aurora B protein depletion results in
a failure to build kinetochores capable of properly attach-
ing to MTs and achieving bi-orientation on the mitotic
spindle (reviewed in Carmena and Earnshaw, 2003).
We report here that the N terminus of Hec1 has key
functions in regulating both plus-end attachment stability
and plus-end assembly dynamics of kMTs, and these
functions depend, in part, on phosphorylation by Aurora
B kinase.
RESULTS
Antibody 9G3 Binds the N Terminus of Hec1, Exterior
to Spc24 at Metaphase Kinetochores
We mapped the epitope on Hec1 recognized by 9G3,
a monoclonal antibody originally raised to a large portion
of recombinantly expressed human Hec1 (amino acids
56–642; Chen et al., 1997). An overlapping peptide array
covering the entire amino acid sequence of Hec1 was
generated and subjected to an immuno-dot blot, using
9G3 as a probe. The antibody recognized one peptide
(C-2), which corresponded to amino acids 200–215
(Figure 1A) of the N-terminal globular domain of Hec1
(Figure 1B; Wei et al., 2005; Ciferri et al., 2005). The bind-
ing of 9G3 to peptide C-2 was specific, as preincubation
of the peptide with 9G3 prevented the antibody from rec-
ognizing kinetochores in immunofluorescence assays
(Figure S1 available with this article online).
We coimmunostained HeLa and PtK1 cells in meta-
phase with 9G3 and an antibody to Spc24 (McCleland
et al., 2004). The N terminus of Hec1 was always exterior
to Spc24 at kinetochores of bi-oriented chromosomes
(Figures 1C and 1D). Antibody 9G3 was previously used
to localize Hec1 to the kinetochore outer plate by im-
muno-EM (DeLuca et al., 2005). Thus, the Ndc80 complex
is oriented with the N-terminal globular domains of Hec1
and Nuf2 proximal to the plus ends of kMTs within the
outer plate and the Spc24 and Spc25 end of the complex
closer to the inner kinetochore on bi-oriented chromo-
somes at metaphase.
PtK1 Cells Exhibit Mitotic Defects following 9G3
Injection
To test the function of the Hec1 N-terminal globular do-
main, we microinjected 9G3 into mitotic PtK1 cells. Anti-970 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.body 9G3 recognized one major band at 75 kDa from
PtK1 extracts, consistent with the predicted molecular
weight of Hec1 (Chen et al., 1997; Figure 1E). Injected
9G3 concentrated at kinetochores, distal from the inner
kinetochore proteins recognized by the CREST serum,
and did not strongly label spindle MTs or spindle poles
(Figure 1F). Spc24 remained localized to kinetochores
(data not shown), indicating that the Ndc80 complex was
intact and able to bind kinetochores after 9G3 injection.
Chromosome movements of injected cells were fol-
lowed by phase-contrast timelapse microscopy (Fig-
ure 2A). Prophase cells injected with 9G3 entered ana-
phase 52 ± 14 min after nuclear envelope breakdown
(n = 35), compared to 29 ± 4 min for buffer-injected cells
(n = 16). Thus, 9G3 injection resulted in a slight, but statis-
tically significant delay in anaphase onset (t test p value <
0.001). Cells injected with 9G3 retained a functional Mad2-
dependent spindle assembly checkpoint, as they local-
ized high levels of Mad2 to unattached kinetochores,
lost Mad2 as chromosomes became bi-oriented, and
entered anaphase with Mad2-depleted kinetochores in
a manner similar to control cells (Figure S2; Howell et al.,
2000).
Unlike control cells, however, 9G3-injected prophase or
prometaphase cells were unable to properly align their
chromosomes and experienced severe defects in ana-
phase chromosome segregation. Of 17 cells injected in
prophase or prometaphase, all 17 entered anaphase
with unaligned chromosomes (Figures 2A and 2B). In ad-
dition, 15 of 17 cells injected with 9G3 in prophase or
prometaphase had at least one lagging chromosome in
anaphase (Figure 2A, arrows). When injected into meta-
phase cells, 9G3 did not induce chromosomes to leave
the metaphase plate but increased the frequency of lag-
ging chromosomes in anaphase (Figures 2A and 2B). In
contrast, no cells injected with injection buffer alone (n =
22) or a nonperturbing antibody to the kinetochore protein
CENP-F (Cimini et al., 2004) (n = 10) entered anaphase
with unaligned chromosomes or exhibited lagging chro-
mosomes in anaphase. Our live-cell imaging results are
consistent with previously published experiments de-
scribing 9G3 injection into S phase T24 human bladder
carcinoma cells, in which injected cells failed to form co-
herent metaphase plates and entered anaphase with un-
aligned chromosomes (Chen et al., 1997).
Robust but Erroneous kMT Attachment Occurs after
9G3 Injection
All kinetochores on chromosomes in 9G3-injected cells
that had progressed to late prometaphase or further had
robust kinetochore fibers (Figure 3A). These fibers per-
sisted after a cold/calcium treatment (Brinkley and Cart-
wright, 1975; Weisenberg and Deery, 1981), demonstrat-
ing they were bona fide kMTs (Figure 3B). The kinesin-7
protein, CENP-E, assists in recruiting MTs to the kineto-
chore and in spindle checkpoint inactivation (Mao et al.,
2003). Consistent with our observation that 9G3-injected
cells form robust kMT attachments, CENP-E protein levels
Figure 1. Epitope Mapping and Cellular Localization of Hec1 Monoclonal Antibody 9G3
(A) Peptides covering the sequence of human Hec1 were adsorbed onto nitrocellulose and immunoprobed with 9G3. As a control, HeLa extract was
adsorbed onto the nitrocellulose at region H-12. Both the control spot and spot C-2 (amino acids 200–215) were positively identified.
(B) Representation of the Ndc80 complex as predicted from previous publications (Wei et al., 2005; Ciferri et al., 2005). The asterisk marks the site on
Hec1 where 9G3 binds.
(C and D) Localization of 9G3 (green) and an antibody to Spc24 (red) in PtK1 cells (C) and HeLa cells (D). Linescans were carried out on sister kinet-
ochore pairs from both HeLa cells (n = 40 pairs/3 cells) and PtK1 cells (n = 34 pairs/4 cells), and in all cases Hec1 localized exteriorly to Spc24 at
kinetochores.
(E) Western blot of whole-cell PtK1 extract with 9G3 as a probe.
(F) Immunofluorescent image of a PtK1 cell injected with 9G3. To the right of each cell panel in (C), (D), and (F), a single kinetochore pair has been
enlarged. The graphs represent the linescan data from the single kinetochore pair. Scale bars in (C), (D), and (F) = 5 mm.at kinetochores were not reduced from control levels
(Figure S3).
Analysis of 9G3-injected cells immunostained with tu-
bulin antibodies revealed a high frequency of merotelic
kinetochores (Figure 3A). Seventy-six percent of injected
cells had at least one merotelically oriented kinetochore,
and 56% had multiple merotelic kinetochores (n = 89
cells). In contrast, merotelic kinetochores are less frequent
in control cells: 30% of control prometaphase PtK1 cells
and 16.3% of control metaphase PtK1 cells exhibit one
merotelically attached kinetochore (Cimini et al., 2003),
and only 2% of control late prometaphase and metaphase
PtK1 cells contain multiple merotelic attachments (Cimini
et al., 2006).C9G3 Injection Results in Hyperstretched
Kinetochores and Shortened Kinetochore Fibers
To determine if the robust kinetochore fibers observed in
9G3-injected cells were able to generate tension, we mea-
sured interkinetochore distances between sister kineto-
chores of bi-oriented chromosomes (Figure 3C). Surpris-
ingly, the average distance in 9G3-injected cells was
1.53 greater than that for uninjected cells (Figure 3E;
t test p value < 0.001). This effect was dependent on MT
attachment, as the average value for interkinetochore dis-
tance in 9G3-injected prophase cells was identical to
values from uninjected prophase cells (Figure 3E) and un-
injected cells treated with 10 mM nocodazole to depoly-
merize all MTs (data not shown).ell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 971
Figure 2. Mitotic Progression of Control and 9G3-Injected PtK1 Cells
(A) All cells were injected at time 0 and filmed for 2 hr. Anaphase onset is indicated as ‘‘AO.’’ Cells shown in the top three panels were injected with 9G3
during the mitotic stage indicated. The cell shown in the bottom panel was injected in prophase with injection buffer alone. Arrows indicate lagging
chromosomes in anaphase. Scale bars = 5 mm.
(B) Graphical representation of chromosome alignment errors and lagging chromosomes in buffer-injected versus 9G3-injected cells. For 9G3 injec-
tions, 17 prophase and early prometaphase cells and 10 metaphase cells were analyzed. For buffer injections, 22 prophase and prometaphase cells
and 10 metaphase cells were analyzed.The increase in centromere stretch for 9G3-injected
cells suggested that kinetochores were under abnormally
high tension. To further address this issue, we measured
the spindle lengths in control cells and 9G3-injected cells
that had a substantial number of bi-oriented chromo-972 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.somes. The average metaphase spindle length for control
cells was 12.8 ± 1.3 mm, while spindles in 9G3-injected
cells were shorter: 9.9 mm ± 1.5 mm (Figure 3F; t test
p value < 0.001). Spindle lengths were obtained by mea-
suring the distance between the focused minus ends of
Figure 3. kMT Attachment and Spindle Structure Analysis in 9G3-Injected Cells
(A) Early to late prometaphase PtK1 cells were injected with 9G3 and fixed 20–60 min later. Immunofluorescent images were deconvolved to dem-
onstrate that all kinetochores were attached to a bundle of MTs and merotelic attachments are prevalent.
(B) Uninjected (first row) or 9G3-injected cells (bottom 3 rows) were lysed and incubated for 90 min in ice-cold calcium buffer. Kinetochores in both
uninjected and 9G3-injected cells retained robust kinetochore fibers. 9G3-injected cells exhibited varying degrees of disorganization. Centrosomes
separated from minus ends of kinetochore fibers are indicated (arrows).
(C) Uninjected and 9G3-injected cells were stained with CREST serum and interkinetochore distances were analyzed.
(D) An uninjected (top) and 9G3-injected cell (bottom) were fixed in glutaraldehyde to preserve MT structure. The minus ends of the kinetochore fibers
are pulled away from the aster-centers in the 9G3-injected cell.
(E) Quantification of interkinetochore distances. n values are in parentheses: control metaphase (100 kinetochore pairs/12 cells); 9G3-injected meta-
phase (150 kinetochore pairs/17 cells); control and 9G3-injected prophase (18 kinetochore pairs/3 cells).
(F) Quantification of spindle and kinetochore fiber lengths. Spindle lengths were measured from the minus ends of the spindle MTs, not from aster-
center to aster-center. The following numbers of spindles were measured for spindle length determination: control: 12, 9G3-injected: 17, control cold-
treated: 8, 9G3-injected cold-treated: 15. The following numbers of kinetochore fibers from the indicated number of cells were measured: control: 130
fibers/12 cells, 9G3-injected: 145 fibers/15 cells, control cold-treated: 90 fibers/8 cells, 9G3-injected cold-treated: 130 fibers/14 cells. Data in (E) and
(F) are represented as average ± standard deviation. Scale bars in all panels = 5 mm.Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 973
Figure 4. Loss of Kinetochore Oscillations and Plus-End MT Polymerization in Hec1 9G3-Injected Cells
(A and B) Kinetochore behavior was analyzed by live-cell fluorescence timelapse imaging. Cells were injected with rhodamine-labeled tubulin and
Alexa 488-conjugated CENP-F antibodies (A), or additionally with 9G3 (B). Images were acquired every 15 s. Selected planes are shown from the
timelapse sequences (A and B, top). Selected kinetochore pairs are boxed and a time series of 12 images for each pair is shown below (A and B,
bottom). Kinetochores from the control cell exhibited oscillatory behavior and periods of stretching and relaxation (example in A, bottom), whereas
kinetochores from the 9G3-injected cell did not oscillate (example in B, bottom).
(C and D) EB1-GFP-expressing PtK1 cells were injected with Texas Red dextran alone (C) or in combination with 9G3 (D). Images were acquired every
10 s. A region containing a kinetochore pair and the spindle poles was extracted from the timelapse sequence and shown to the right. The bright spots
in extracted images are spindle poles.
(E) A buffer-injected monopolar cell exhibits chromosome oscillations toward and away from the pole both prior to and after injection (top panel).
In cells injected with 9G3, chromosomes stopped oscillating and moved poleward after injection (middle and bottom panels). In all panels, scale
bars = 5 mm.the spindle MTs rather than the distance between each
aster-center. This distinction is noteworthy because in
many 9G3-injected cells, asters remained anchored near
the cell peripheries (as in control cells), but the minus
ends of the kinetochore fibers were moved away from
their normal position at the edge of the centrosome (Fig-
ure 3D). This produced a large gap between the minus
ends of the kinetochore fibers and each aster-center in
these cells. Individual kinetochore fibers were measured
and, indeed, were significantly shorter in 9G3-injected
cells than in control cells (Figure 3F; t test p value <
0.001).The variation in spindle structure was likely due to
individual cells’ ability to remain adherent to the coverslip
during mitosis. Minus ends of kMTs were displaced from
aster-centers by large distances in cells that remained
strongly adherent; cells that rounded up exhibited both
kMT shortening and a decrease in aster-center to aster-
center distance.974 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.The N Terminus of Hec1 Specifically Regulates
MT Plus-End Polymerization and Depolymerization
at Kinetochores
The unexpected increase in centromere stretch and de-
crease in kMT length suggested that normal plus-end
MT polymerization and depolymerization at the kineto-
chore were altered in 9G3-injected cells. We analyzed os-
cillations of sister kinetochore pairs, which depend on the
dynamic instability of kMT plus ends (Tirnauer et al., 2002).
Metaphase PtK1 cells injected with rhodamine-labeled tu-
bulin to label MTs and a nonperturbing Alexa 488-labeled
CENP-F antibody to mark kinetochores exhibited normal
bi-directional kinetochore oscillations (Cimini et al.,
2004; Cameron et al., 2006; Movie S1; Figure 4A). In con-
trast, cells injected with 9G3 contained no kinetochore
pairs that exhibited any oscillatory movements (Movie
S2; Figure 4B). Both merotelic and nonmerotelic kineto-
chores failed to oscillate. The MT tip-tracking protein
EB1 normally localizes to the polymerizing plus ends of
non-kMTs and kMTs during oscillations away from the
pole (Tirnauer et al., 2002). EB1 failed to persistently local-
ize to kinetochores in 9G3-injected PtK1 cells (Figure 4C;
Movie S3). However, EB1 localized to growing plus ends
of non-kMTs in 9G3-injected cells identically to those in
control cells, indicating that 9G3 specifically suppresses
dynamics at the plus ends of kMTs.
We next determined the effect of 9G3 injection on chro-
mosome movements in cells with monopolar spindles, in
which chromosomes are either mono-oriented (only one
sister kinetochore attached to the single pole) or synteli-
cally oriented (both sisters attached to the pole) (Kapoor
et al., 2000). PtK1 cells with monopolar spindles (gener-
ated by addition of 200 mM monastrol; Mayer et al.,1999;
Kapoor et al., 2000), were injected with buffer alone or
9G3 and imaged by timelapse phase-contrast micros-
copy. Chromosomes in monopolar cells injected with
buffer alone exhibited normal oscillations prior to and after
injection (Figure 4E, top panel and Movie S5). In contrast,
chromosomes in monopolar cells injected with 9G3 did
not exhibit normal oscillations after injection. Instead,
chromosomes moved poleward to an equilibrium position
close to the pole (Figure 4E, middle and bottom and Movie
S6). The rate of chromosome oscillations in buffer-injected
cells either toward or away from the pole was 1.8 mm/min.
Immediately after 9G3 injection, for 1 min, the rate of
chromosome movement poleward was 1.2 mm/min. The
remainder of the poleward movement occurred at an aver-
age rate of 0.39 mm/min, which is similar to the rate of
poleward flux in PtK1 monopolar spindles, 0.45 mm/min
(Cameron et al., 2006). These results argue that 9G3 bind-
ing to the Hec1 N terminus initially inhibits polymerization
and subsequently inhibits depolymerization of plus ends
of kMTs, resulting in kinetochores immobilized on the
MT lattice.
All chromosomes in 9G3-injected monopolar cells
moved poleward after injection, suggesting that the MT
flux machinery within the spindle remained functional after
9G3 injection and continued to produce MT depolymer-
ization at the minus ends of kMTs. A MT motor protein
that has been implicated in contributing to minus-end de-
polymerization activity is Kif2a, a KinI class 13 kinesin,
which localizes to spindle poles (and to a lesser degree,
centromeres) in tissue culture cells (Rogers et al., 2004;
Ganem and Compton, 2004; Gaetz and Kapoor, 2004).
In 9G3-injected cells, Kif2a remained strongly localized
to the minus ends of kinetochore fibers and through-
out the gap that formed between the aster-centers and
the spindle MT minus ends (Figure S4). These results
indicate that 9G3 injection prevents plus-end MT dynam-
ics at the kinetochore but does not inhibit minus-end
depolymerization.
Functional Hec1 N Terminus Is Required for Normal
MT Turnover at Kinetochores
To directly measure kMT dynamics in 9G3-injected cells,
we made fluorescent marks on MTs in PtK1 cells stablyCexpressing photoactivatable (PA) GFP-tubulin (Figure 5).
This method is suitable for measuring kMT dynamics, as
fluorescent marks persist on the more stable kMTs, dis-
appear more quickly from the less-stable non-kMTs, and
dissipate within seconds from cytosolic tubulin by diffu-
sion (Mitchison, 1989; Mitchison and Salmon, 1992; Zhai
et al.,1995; Salic et al., 2004). The kinetics of fluorescence
dissipation after photoactivation were fit well by a double
exponential curve, A1e
-k1t + A2e
-k2t, where A1 represents
the percentage of less-stable MTs in the population
(non-kMTs), and A2 represents the more stable kMT pop-
ulation (Table S1). In prometaphase control spindles with
mostly aligned chromosomes, 83% of the activated fluo-
rescence dissipated with a t1/2 of 18 s, while 17% had
a t1/2 of 7 min. The 18 s half-life corresponded to the turn-
over dynamics of non-kMTs within or surrounding the less
abundant and more stable kMTs (Saxton et al., 1984; Cas-
simeris et al., 1990; Zhai et al., 1995). In late metaphase
control spindles, the half-life of kMTs increased to
10 min, while the half-life of non-kMTs did not change.
Here, 75% of the initial fluorescence within the activated
mark region was due to non-kMTs. Antibody 9G3 injection
decreased the fraction of dynamic non-kMTs within the
kinetochore fibers to 44% but did not change their half-
lives, which remained at t1/2=18 s. The half-life of the
more abundant kMTs, however, became greater than
38 min, indicating strong stabilization of attachment (Fig-
ure 5; Table S1).
We also determined the poleward flux rate relative to
kinetochores by measuring the movement of fluorescent
marks away from the chromosome mass. In control spin-
dles, the activated spots on kMTs moved away from the
chromosome mass at 0.6 mm/min (Figure 5A; Movie S7),
confirming previous flux measurements (Mitchison,
1989). In 9G3-injected spindles, the persistent fluorescent
marks of kMTs did not move poleward along the MT fiber
but remained directly adjacent to the chromosomes
throughout the duration of the timelapse (Figure 5; Movies
S8 and S9).
Kinetochore Localization of Clasp1, Tog, and MCAK
in 9G3-Injected Cells
Given the remarkable suppression of plus-end MT dynam-
ics at kinetochores in 9G3-injected cells, we tested the
ability of kinetochores to bind proteins implicated in regu-
lation of dynamic instability. Recent evidence has indi-
cated that the MT-binding protein Clasp1 is required for
kMTs to switch to polymerization (Maiato et al., 2003). In
control PtK1 cells, Clasp1 levels at kinetochores were
low during prophase but accumulated throughout prome-
taphase to peak in metaphase, and the levels remained
high during anaphase (Figure S5). Injection of 9G3 re-
duced Clasp1 protein levels at kinetochores of bi-oriented
chromosomes by 50% compared to control metaphase
levels (Figure S5). However, in PtK1 cells, this was the
same level of Clasp1 found on kinetochores with no at-
tached MTs (prophase cells or nocodazole-treated cells)
and with stabilized kMTs (taxol-treated cells) (Figure S5).ell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 975
Figure 5. Effect of 9G3 Injection on kMT Stability
(A) Four frames from a timelapse of a buffer-injected (left) or 9G3-injected PtK1 cell (right) expressing PA-GFP-tubulin. Tubulin-GFP fluorescence was
activated in a bar-shaped region near the chromosome mass. The arrow follows the activated region. Time is shown in min.
(B) Graph showing the decrease in fluorescence intensity of the activated regions in control metaphase cells (gray circles), control late prometaphase
cells (open diamonds), and 9G3-injected late prometaphase and metaphase cells (black squares). The 9G3-injected curve was generated by
averaging data at each time point from 9 cells. Late prometaphase and metaphase control curves were generated by averaging data from each
time point from 7 and 12 cells, respectively. The lines through the data were obtained from nonlinear, least square fits of the data to the equation
y=A1*exp(-k1*t)+A2*exp(-k2*t) using SigmaPlot, as described in the text. Standard errors of regression are reported in Table S1. The data in (B)
are corrected for photobleaching (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures), and the images in (A) are raw data not corrected for photobleaching,
which makes a major contribution to the decrease in fluorescence at later time points.Since accumulation of CLASP1 to high levels at kineto-
chores requires dynamic MTs in pre-anaphase PtK1 cells,
the low levels of CLASP1 at kinetochores of 9G3-injected
cells may be a consequence of inhibited MT dynamics
rather than pointing to a direct role for the N terminus of
Hec1 in recruiting CLASP1 to kinetochores.
We next tested the ability of kinetochores in 9G3-
injected cells to bind Tog/XMAP215, a MT-binding protein
that promotes polymerization (Gard and Kirschner, 1987;
Vasquez et al., 1994; Charrasse et al., 1998). In both con-
trol and 9G3-injected PtK1 cells, Tog localized strongly to
poles and kinetochores (Figure S6).
MCAK belongs to the class 13 kinesin family, which is
a subset of kinesin-related proteins whose members in-
duce MT depolymerization. Consistent with previous
studies, control cells localized MCAK to either inner cen-
tromeres or to the kinetochore region of mitotic chromo-
somes (Figure S7; Andrews et al., 2004; Lan et al.,
2004). MCAK localization to centromeres and kineto-
chores was not dependent on microtubules (data not
shown). In 9G3-injected cells, fewer chromosomes ex-
hibited centromeric MCAK and many did not accumulate
detectable levels of MCAK (Figure S7), indicating that 9G3976 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.interferes with the ability of MCAK to properly localize to
mitotic chromosomes.
The N Terminus of Hec1 Is Phosphorylated at
Multiple Residues by Aurora B Kinase In Vitro
We next tested the ability of human Aurora B kinase to
phosphorylate the N-terminal globular domain of human
Hec1. As shown in Figure 6A, an N-terminal fragment of
Hec1 (Hec11–230, Ciferri et al., 2005) was phosphorylated
in an in vitro Aurora B kinase assay, and using mass spec-
trometry, we mapped the following phosphorylation target
sites: Ser5, Ser15, Thr49, Ser55, and Ser69. Also within
the N terminus of Hec1 is an additional site, Ser44, which
is predicted to be an Aurora B phosphorylation target site
based on its presence within a predicted Aurora B con-
sensus sequence (Cheeseman et al., 2002). Although we
were unable to map Ser44 due to technical challenges, it
is likely that this residue is phosphorylated by Aurora B ki-
nase as well. Considering the observed defects in chro-
mosome segregation and MT attachment in 9G3-injected
cells, we tested if 9G3 had any effect on Aurora B phos-
phorylation of the N terminus of Hec1. Indeed, 9G3 addi-
tion decreased phosphorylation of Hec11–230 by 48%
Figure 6. Aurora B Kinase Phosphoryla-
tion and Regulation of Hec1
(A) Left: Aurora B/INCENP790–856 in vitro kinase
assay with Histone H3 as a control substrate
(lanes 1 and 2) and Hec11–230 (lanes 3 and 4).
Antibody 9G3 was added to the reaction
mixtures in lanes 2 and 4. Right: Normalized
quantification of radioactive phosphate for
lanes 1–4. Molecular weight standards are indi-
cated in kilodaltons.
(B) PtK1 cells were transfected with WT-GFP-
Hec1 (upper row) or mutant 6A-GFP-Hec1 (bot-
tom three rows) for 40 hr prior to fixation for im-
munofluoresence. Scale bar = 5 mm.
(C) Cells transfected with WT-GFP-Hec1 and
6A-GFP-Hec1 were scored for chromosome
alignment and assigned to one of three cate-
goryies: chromosomes all aligned, chromo-
somes mostly aligned (1–2 chromosomes off
the metaphase plate), or chromosomes mostly
unaligned (fewer than 3 aligned chromosomes)
(n = 52 WT-GFP-Hec1 cells; n = 40 6A-GFP-
Hec1 cells).
(D) Cells were scored for merotelic kineto-
chores. For WT-GFP-Hec1-expressing cells:
n = 19 prometaphase cells, n = 31 metaphase/
near metaphase cells, and n = 11 anaphase
cells. For 6A-GFP-Hec1-expressing cells:
n = 47 prometaphase cells, n = 13 metaphase/
near metaphase cells, and n = 18 anaphase
cells.(Figure 6A). Increasing the concentration of 9G3 did not
decrease the level of phosphorylation further (data not
shown), indicating the 9G3 concentration used was satu-
rating.CAurora B Phosphorylation of Hec1 N Terminus
Is Essential for Normal Mitosis
We generated a mutant Hec1-GFP plasmid in which all
of the five mapped target residues (Ser5, Ser15, Thr49,ell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 977
Figure 7. Model for Hec1 Regulation of kMT Dynamics and Attachment
(A) Mitotic spindle arrangement in a control cell (top) in which normal Aurora B phophorylation and dephosphorylation occur. kMT plus ends exhibit
dynamic instability and undergo periods of attachment and detachment. Net polymerization at plus ends of kMTs is balanced by net depolymerization
at minus ends. After addition of 9G3 (bottom), the N terminus of Hec1 can no longer be phosphorylated by Aurora B, and kMT detachment and dy-
namic instability are suppressed. Minus-end depolymerization is not inhibited, and active depolymerases shorten kinetochore fibers. Hyper-stretch of
centromeres arises from pulling forces exerted by the centrosome-associated minus-end organizing complexes as they maintain connection with the
depolymerizing minus ends of the kinetochore fibers.
(B) Regulation of kMT plus-end dynamic instability and attachment strength at three possible interfaces. Interface 1 is between the N terminus of Hec1
and the MT lattice; interface 2 is between the N terminus of Hec1 and a kinetochore-binding MAP, and interface 3 is between the MAP and the MT
lattice (see text for details).Ser55, and Ser69) and a sixth putative target site (Ser44)
were mutated to alanine (6A-Hec1-GFP) to prevent Aurora
B phosphorylation. Cells expressing 6A-Hec1-GFP were
analyzed and compared to cells expressing a wild-type
Hec1-GFP construct (WT-Hec1-GFP) by fixed cell immu-
nofluorescence (Figure 6B). Both WT-Hec1-GFP and 6A-
Hec1-GFP localized to kinetochores just prior to nuclear
envelope breakdown and remained at kinetochores until
late anaphase. The majority of cells (65%) expressing
WT-Hec1-GFP contained all chromosomes aligned at
the metaphase plate, and only 13% of the cells exhibited
mostly unaligned chromosomes (the normal population of
prometaphase cells) (Figure 6C). In contrast, only 10% of
scored cells expressing the 6A-Hec1-GFP mutant were
able to form a metaphase plate, and the majority of cells
(53%) exhibited mostly unaligned chromosomes
(Figure 6C). Nevertheless, these cells, like the 9G3-in-
jected cells, proceeded into anaphase, as we did not ob-
serve an accumulation of 6A-Hec1-GFP-expressing cells
in mitosis (data not shown).
The average interkinetochore distance of bi-oriented
chromosomes in 6A-Hec1-GFP-expressing cells was
1.253 greater than in WT-Hec1-GFP expressing cells978 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.(t test p value < 0.001), indicating that the centromeres
were hyper-stretched, as was the case in the 9G3-injected
cells, albeit to a lesser degree. Cells expressing 6A-Hec1-
GFP also exhibited a significantly higher incidence of mer-
otelic attachments when compared to wt-Hec1-GFP ex-
pressing cells (Figure 6D). Our results suggest that the
6A-Hec1-GFP mutant behaves as a dominant negative
in PtK1 cells, increasing the frequency of erroneous kMT
attachments, inducing centromere hyper-stretch, and de-
creasing the fidelity of chromosome segregation.
DISCUSSION
Injection of the N-terminal Hec1 antibody produced a sur-
prising and highly unusual mitotic phenotype (summarized
in Figure 7A). Antibody 9G3 binding does not interfere with
kMT formation or force generation coupled to minus-end
depolymerization. However, once a MT plus end is an-
chored within the kMT attachment site, both attachment
and plus-end assembly dynamics are stabilized. Stabiliza-
tion of attachment may explain the high incidence of mer-
otelic kinetochores and anaphase lagging chromosomes
(Cimini et al., 2006) and also accounts for the loss of
kinetochore Mad2, which is normally depleted at kineto-
chores as they acquire a full complement of kMTs (Chen
et al., 1996; Waters et al., 1998).
Our results point to a hypothesis in which Aurora B
phosphorylation of the N terminus of Hec1 is involved in
regulating attachment/detachment and plus-end assem-
bly dynamics of kMTs. Ipl1p kinase has been shown to
function in destabilizing kMT attachment to prevent errors
in chromosome segregation in budding yeast (Tanaka
et al., 2002; Cheeseman et al., 2002; Pinsky et al., 2006).
Inhibition of Aurora B kinase in higher metazoa stabilizes
kMT turnover in mitosis and induces errors in segregation
(Maiato et al., 2004; Cimini et al., 2006). We find here that
Aurora B kinase phosphorylates the Hec1 N terminus
in vitro and have mapped five target sites within amino
acids 1–230 of Hec1. Although we do not demonstrate
that these sites are phosphorylated in vivo, at least one
of the mapped sites, Ser55, has been recently identified
as phosphorylated in vivo in a proteomics screen of iso-
lated mitotic HeLa cell spindles (Nousiainen et al., 2006).
Ser55 resides in a conventional Aurora B kinase consen-
sus sequence, and this site is highly conserved in meta-
zoa. In budding yeast, Ndc80 is phosphorylated in vivo
at an Aurora B consensus target, Ser100 (Cheeseman
et al., 2002). This may be the analogous site to human
Ser55, but marginal sequence conservation in this region
between budding yeast Ndc80 and human Hec1 prevents
confirmation. Nevertheless, we did find that mutation of
Aurora B target sites results in a dominant-negative phe-
notype similar to the 9G3 injection phenotype. The effects
of expressing the 6A-Hec1-GFP mutant in PtK1 cells are
somewhat less severe than the effects of 9G3 microinjec-
tion. What is not resolved is whether the dampened phe-
notype is a result of 9G3 disrupting additional factors at
the kMT interface or is due to the fact that the mutant-
expressing cells are also expressing endogenous Hec1
protein. Inhibition of Aurora B kinase by Hesperadin
(Hauf et al., 2003) or ZM447439 (Cimini et al., 2006) has
a more potent effect on stabilizing attachment than on
blocking the oscillations of sister kinetochores on chromo-
somes aligned at the spindle equator. In addition, Aurora B
leaves centromeres at anaphase onset (Carmena and
Earnshaw, 2003) and kMTs become very stable (Zhai
et al., 1995), but depolymerization and occasional poly-
merization occur at kinetochores at rates similar to those
during oscillations before anaphase (reviewed in Maiato
et al., 2004). Thus, it is likely that 9G3 not only blocks
Aurora B phosphorylation of Hec1 but also disrupts addi-
tional factors that affect the kMT interface.
Interestingly, none of the five mapped sites or the 6th pu-
tative site reside within the peptide recognized by 9G3.
The atomic structure of the N-terminal globular domain
of Hec1 has not been solved, thus we do not know how
close peptide C-2 is to the Aurora B phosphorylation sites
in the native, folded protein. Antibody 9G3 may sterically
inhibit Aurora B phosphorylation of the mapped residues,
or amino acids 200–215 may be needed to recruit the ki-
nase to the Hec1 N terminus. Gaining structural insightCon the N terminus of Hec1 will help answer these ques-
tions.
MCAK is also phosphorylated by Aurora B kinase.
Phosphorylated MCAK localizes to the inner centromere
region of mitotic chromosomes, and the unphosphory-
lated form is routed to the outer centromere/inner kineto-
chore region (Lan et al., 2004; Andrews et al., 2004). This
dynamic behavior of MCAK has been implicated in the
correction of kMT attachment errors (reviewed in Moore
and Wordeman, 2004). In 9G3-injected cells, the localiza-
tion of MCAK to centromeres was perturbed. This may be
a result of disrupted binding sites within the centromere
after 9G3-induced hyperstretch, or alternatively, 9G3
may directly prevent proper MCAK localization. Loss of
MCAK from centromeres, however, cannot account for
the entire 9G3 injection phenotype, as previous studies
where functional MCAK was depleted from mitotic cells
did not report hyperstretched centromeres or loss of
kMT dynamics (Kline-Smith et al., 2004; Moore and Wor-
deman, 2004; Ganem et al., 2005).
It is tempting to propose from our data that binding of
9G3 or dephosphorylation at the N terminus of Hec1
causes the Hec1 head to tightly bind to the MT lattice (in-
terface 1 in Figure 7B). This would account for stabilization
of both MT attachment and assembly dynamics within the
kinetochore attachment site. In support of this, recent
evidence from C. elegans and human cells suggests that
the Ndc80 complex directly binds MTs, and this binding
is regulated, in part, by Aurora B kinase (Cheeseman
et al., 2006 [this issue of Cell]). Data from budding yeast
suggest that the linkage from the Ndc80 complex to the
MT lattice, rather than being direct, may be through the
Dam1/DASH complex. Ipl1p phosphorylation of Ndc80
and the Dam1/DASH complex is reported to cause MT de-
tachment from kinetochores by release of kinetochore-
bound Ndc80 from the Dam1/DASH complex bound to
MTs (Shang et al., 2003). When purified from budding
yeast, the Dam1/DASH complex forms rings around
MTs made in vitro, which can slide along the MT lattice
as MTs depolymerize (Miranda et al., 2005; Westermann
et al., 2005). In the ‘‘sliding ring’’ model, the stability of
binding at the interface between the N terminus of Hec1
and the MAP (interface 2) need not affect the slippage of
the MT lattice through the ring complex (interface 3,
Figure 7B), which is coupled to MT polymerization and de-
polymerization at the kinetochore. The mammalian homo-
log of Dam1/DASH has not yet been found, but if a similar
mechanism dynamically links MT ends to vertebrate kinet-
ochores, our data indicate that the N terminus of Hec1
controls not only attachment to the MAP (interface 2,
Figure 7B) but also slippage through the ring (interface 3,
Figure 7B).
Alternatively, the binding of the MAP to the MT may be
constitutively stable and would preclude a sliding ring
mechanism. In this case, both MT attachment to the kinet-
ochore and polymerization/depolymerization within the
attachment site are both governed by the strength of bind-
ing between the N terminus of Hec1 and the MAPell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc. 979
(interface 2, Figure 7B). This model requires a high number
of interface 2 binding sites within an attachment site, as
many weak linkages are needed to maintain anchorage
during periods of high kinetochore tension while allowing
MT flux through the attachment site coupled to plus-end
polymerization and depolymerization (Hill, 1985). Clearly,
it will be important in the future to determine how each
of the three potential interfaces in Figure 7B contribute
to kMT attachment stability and plus-end assembly
dynamics.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Hec1 Antibody Epitope Mapping
A peptide array (containing peptides of 15 amino acids in length with
a 7 amino acid overlap) covering the entire human Hec1 sequence
was generated (New England Peptide, Gardner, MA). Peptides were
spotted on nitrocellulose and subjected to an immunoblot using the
Hec1 monoclonal antibody 9G3 (Novus Biologicals, Littleton, CO,
NB 100–338).
Cell Culture, Microinjections, and Drug Treatment
HeLa and Ptk1 cells were cultured as described previously (DeLuca
et al., 2005; Howell et al., 2000). Antibody 9G3 was concentrated
into Injection Buffer (IB: 10 mM Na2HPO4, pH 7.4, 100 mM KCl, and
1 mM MgCl2) to a final needle concentration of 0.5–0.8 mg/ml. Injection
of 10% of the cell volume was carried out as described previously
(Howell et al., 2000). IB alone or nonperturbing Alexa 488-labeled
CENP-F antibodies (needle concentration = 0.75 mg/ml) were injected
into mitotic cells as a control. For phase-contrast imaging, multiple
cells were microinjected, and using a Ludl rotary-encoded scanning
stage, a Hamamatsu Orca II camera, and MetaMorph software (Molec-
ular Devices Corp., Sunnyvale, CA), images were acquired every 2 min
for 2 hr.
Monopolar spindles were generated by incubation of PtK1 cells with
200 mM monastrol (Sigma) for 20 min. Cells were mounted in chambers
with HEPES-buffered L-15 media topped with a layer of mineral oil,
and images were acquired every 7 s using a 403 phase-contrast ob-
jective for 10 min. Rates of chromosome movement were measured
using the ‘‘track points’’ function in the MetaMorph software package.
Fluorescence Imaging and Tubulin Photoactivation
For fluorescence imaging of EB1-GFP transfected cells, 25 mg/ml
Texas Red dextran was included to identify injected cells. Cells were
imaged using a Nikon 1003 Planapochromat oil immersion lens (Gar-
den City, NY) on a spinning disk confocal fluorescence microscope.
For fluorescence imaging of MTs and kinetochores, cells were injected
with rhodamine-labeled tubulin and Alexa 488-labeled CENP-F anti-
bodies diluted into IB and imaged as described above.
Photoactivation studies were carried out as described in Cimini
et al., 2006 (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Immunofluorescence, Deconvolution, and Linear Protein
Mapping
Primary antibodies were used at the following concentrations: Hec1 at
1:1000 (Novus Biologicals), a tubulin DM1a (Sigma) at 1:300, MCAK at
1:500 (Dr. C. Walczak, Indiana University), TOG at 1:700 (Dr. L. Cassi-
meris, Lehigh University), Spc24 at 1:400 (Dr. P.T. Stukenberg, Univer-
sity of Virginia), Kif2a at 1:500 (Dr. D.A. Compton, Dartmouth), and
Clasp at 1:1000 (Dr. R. Heald, University of California, Berkeley). Immu-
nofluorescence was carried out as described in Howell et al., 2000 (see
Supplemental Experimental Procedures).
Selected images were deconvolved as described in DeLuca et al.,
2005, using a Delta Vision image processing workstation (Applied Pre-
cision, Seattle, WA). The linescan function of the MetaMorph software980 Cell 127, 969–982, December 1, 2006 ª2006 Elsevier Inc.system was used on immunofluorescent images of Spc24 and Hec1
for spatial mapping.
For cold/calcium-induced MT depolymerization experiments, cells
were lysed with 0.5% Triton X-100 in PHEM buffer plus 10 mM MgATP
for 5 min at 20C. Cells were then incubated for 90 min at 4C in a high
calcium buffer (60 mM PIPES, 25 mM HEPES, 4 mM MgCl2, and
10 mM CaCl2 at pH 7.0).
Kinase Assays
Kinase buffers were Tris assay dilution buffer (6.7 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5,
0.013 mM EGTA, 2 mM DTT), 1XIB, Magnesium/ATP cocktail (27.5 mM
MgCl2 and 183.3 mM ATP in 4 mM MOPS, pH 7.2, 9.17 mM b-glycerol
phosphate, 1.83 mM EGTA, 0.37 mM sodium orthovanadate, 0.37 mM
DTT). Buffer for Aurora B + INCENP790–856 was 50 mM Tris HCl, pH 7.6,
150 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT, 1 mM EDTA. Buffer for purified Hec11–230
was 300 mM KCl, 20 mM HEPES, 0.5 mM MgCl2. Kinase reactions
(25 ml) were prepared by diluting Aurora B (1 mg) and INCENP790–856
(1 mg) into Tris assay dilution buffer, Magnesium/ATP cocktail, and
IB. Reactions were preincubated for 10 min at 30C to activate the Au-
rora B/ INCENP790–856 complex with ATP. In other tubes, one contain-
ing Histone H3 (1 mg) or Hec11–230 (1 mg) with IB and the other with His-
tone H3 (1 mg) or Hec11–230 (1 mg) with 9G3 in IB, were preincubated for
10 min at 30C. Aurora B/ INCENP790–856 complex mixture was then
added to Histone H3 or Hec11–230. [g-32P]-ATP (Perkin Elmer, Welles-
ley, MA) in Mg/ATP buffer was added to the reactions and incubated
for 20 min at 30C. Reactions were terminated by addition of 53
Laemmli sample buffer and resolved by 10% SDS-PAGE. Radioactive
phosphate incorporation into Aurora B substrates was visualized and
quantified by autoradiography and phosphorimaging.
Analysis of Aurora B kinase phosphorylation of Hec11–230 was per-
formed on tryptically digested peptides separated by reversed-phase
chromatography by tandem mass spectrometry (MS/MS). Mass spec-
tra were aquired on a Q-TRAP (Applied Biosystems), a hybrid combin-
ing quadrupole and ion-trap mass analyzers, which was operated in
‘‘enhanced’’ scan mode for increased sensitivity suitable for the low-
level phosphorylation analysis (Le Blanc et al., 2003). The resulting
spectra were searched against the Hec1 sequence, with potential
S/T phosphorylation, using an in-house version of the Mascot (Matrix
Science Limited) search engine (Perkins et al., 1999). Mass spectrom-
etry data were acquired at the UNC-Duke Proteomics Center.
GFP-Hec1 Mutation and Expression
Targeted alanine PCR-mediated mutagenesis was carried out using
QuikChange Multi and XL-II Site-Directed Mutagenesis kits (Strata-
gene, La Jolla, CA) in a pEGFP-Hec1 vector. WT-GFP-Hec1 or 6A-
GFP-Hec1 were transfected into PtK1 cells using Fugene 6 (Roche,
Basel, Switzerland). Cells were immunostained with tubulin DM1a
antibodies and anti-GFP antibodies (Sigma).
Supplemental Data
Supplemental Data include experimental procedures, seven figures,
one table, and nine movies and can be found with this article online
at http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/127/5/969/DC1/.
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